Joint SDS action doubtful
RL expects independent work
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meeting that the group planned to place emphasis on action against American imperialism in general and war research at MIT in particular.

"November Action"
Albert also outlined plans for "November Action" week. Still in the planning stages, November Action will be a city-wide effort against imperialism. At MIT, the focus will be on war research and Albert said that the action might go as far as "closing down the campus for a day or two."

Members of the MIT SDS, however, questioned the need for a separate group to focus on research activities. They called for one big group that would tackle increases would force most of the expansion of Harvard and lower-income families out of the MIT. Their action would be dual - city, SDS charges. The influx of NASA technicians, a number of aircraft plants, and several prestige, high-rise office buildings would further aggravate the al ready serious housing crisis in Cambridge.

The Peace and Freedom party, with which the MIT SDS aligns itself, is now seeking to curtail further acquisition of land by MIT, Harvard, or any other institution which might eliminate existing jobs or housing in Cambridge.

Split evident

UAP Mike Albert announced at the Tuesday meeting that the resistance-oriented SDS faction, which now calls itself the Rosa Luxemburg SDS, would meet Thursday night. Albert and WSA leader Becconeo claimed that each of their factions is non-exclusionary, with members of either faction allowed to participate in activities of the other. It is evident, however, that very serious, basic political differences remain between the two factions. At MIT, WSA concerns itself with local social issues, while the Rosa Luxemburg group is devoted to ending war-related research. Both Albert and Becconeo expressed the hope of being able to work together, but unity does not appear imminent.
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